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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate how to retrieve meaningful English
text input on mobile devices from recorded videos while the text
is illegible in the videos. In our previous work, we were able to
retrieve random passwords with high success rate at a certain dis-
tance. When the distance increases, the success rate of recovering
passwords decreases. However, if the input is meaningful text such
as email messages, we can further increase the success rate via nat-
ural language processing techniques since the text follows spelling
and grammar rules and is context sensitive. The process of retriev-
ing the text from videos can be modeled as noisy channels. We first
derive candidate words for each word of the input sentence, model
the whole sentence with a Hidden Markov model and then apply
the trigram language model to derive the original sentence. Our ex-
periments validate our technique of retrieving meaningful English
text input on mobile devices from recorded videos.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.4.1 [ COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY]: Public Policy Issues—
Privacy

General Terms
Human Factors, Security

Keywords
Mobile Security, Computer vision, Natural Language Processing

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we blindly retrieve English sentences such as email
messages entered on a mobile device. In our previous work [20],
we demonstrated how to blindly retrieve a password from a recorded
video. The same theory in [20] can be used to recover texts. How-
ever, since messages such as an email message follow a language
model, we can utilize natural language processing techniques (NLP)
to correct the recovered sentences and improve the accuracy. We
show that although recovered messages via our technique in [20]
are illegible at first, our novel NLP based techniques can accurately
correct those messages.
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Figure 1 shows the basic idea of the technique in our previous
work [20] recognizing passwords entered on a tablet. In the video
frame, the fingertip in the solid edge green bounding box touches
the screen. This frame is called touching frame. If we can obtain
the touched point where the fingertip touches on the screen and
derive the homography relation [16] between the keyboard in the
touching frame and the reference keyboard in Figure 2, we can de-
rive the touched key by mapping the touched point to the reference
keyboard. In this example, the mapped point falls into the area of
the key “U”. Therefore, “U” is the touch-input.

Figure 1: Touching Frame (Zoomed in)

Figure 2: Reference Software Keyboard

The technique in [20] can be used to recover meaningful text en-
tered on a mobile device. However, then the distance between
the camera and target device increases, the recovered text will il-
legible. Our problem of retrieving the text can be treated as a
spelling correction problem. The text actually goes through two
noisy channels: the noisy touch input channel which models the
user touching/typing process, and the noisy reconstruction channel
which models the process of recovering the text via the technique
in [20]. The reconstruction channel introduce the dominant errors,
which are caused by the inaccurate recognition of touched points in
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the touch frames by the applied computer vision techniques. This
makes our problem much different from the traditional spelling cor-
rection problem.

We adopt two major steps to correct the raw recovered text. We
first apply the unigram language model to correct each word of the
input sentence independently. We consider the possible types of
errors and build the editable word graph model to derive word can-
didates for each word. Each candidate is scored based on our error
models. Therefore, we can select the candidate with the highest
score as the intended input. Second, we apply the n-gram language
model, particularly the trigram model, to perform further correc-
tion. Words in a sentence are not isolated, follows the grammar
rules and has its context. Such information can be utilized for the
correction. We model the sentence as a graph based on the Hidden
Markov Model and apply the the n-gram language model to derive
the most possible sentences.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the
basic idea of retrieving and correcting the text input. Section 3 in-
troduces how to correct the isolated words. Section 4 shows how to
utilize the context information to improve the results from Section
1. Evaluation is given in Section 5. In Section 6, we introduce the
most related work. Section 7 discusses the future work. Section 8
concludes this paper.

2. BASIC IDEA
Figure 3 shows the steps of recognizing text entered on mobile de-
vices. A user touch inputs sentences on a mobile device. Since
the user may make mistakes when typing, we model the process
of touch-inputting as a noisy touch input channel. After getting
the video, we apply the reconstructing technique in [20] and de-
rive a sequence of characters c1, c2 . . . ck. Since the reconstruction
process may recognize the entered characters wrong, we model this
process as a noisy reconstruction channel. Therefore, the two noisy
channels, touch input channel and reconstruction channel, have a
combined effect on the recognition result of individual characters.
Our previous work [20] stops here.

Video recording  

Reconstruction of individual characters  from video

Tokenizing characters into sentences and words

Correcting isolated words

Contex-sensitive analysis

Output Sentences

Spelling 

Correction

Touch input by victim

Figure 3: Reconstructing Text Input

We can actually correct the sequence of characters c1, c2 . . . ck by
applying natural language processing techniques given that sen-
tences follow spelling and syntactic rules. We first tokenize the
character sequence c1, c2 . . . ck into sentences. In this paper, we as-
sume we are able to detect the start and end of sentences correctly.
This assumption is similar to the assumption in [22]. For each sen-
tence, we tokenize it into a word sequence o1, o2 . . . on, where n

may be different for different sentences. We build models for the
touch input channel and reconstruction channel and consider the

combined effect of the two noisy channels in order to correct iso-
lated words.We score each candidate word. Words with the high-
est scores hopefully form the original sentence. Context-sensitive
analysis is further applied, considering the context and syntax of
neighbouring words. This will further improve the result.

3. CORRECTING ISOLATED WORDS
In this section, we introduce how to derive individual words us-
ing unigram language models. A raw word can be reconstructed
via our technique in [20]. However, the touch-inputting and the
reconstruction processes may introduce errors and behave as noisy
channels, denoted as the touch input channel and reconstruction
channel respectively. To generate word candidates, we build the
editable word graph model from the recovered characters. We fil-
ter these candidates through a dictionary to derive possible words
while discarding non-word candidates. We score these word candi-
dates based on our error models.

3.1 Overview
Figure 4 re-interprets Figure 3 and introduces the steps of recog-
nizing individual words with the unigram language model. The
intended word is w. w goes through the touch input channel and
the output could be different from w because of human input er-
rors. The touch input process is recorded by attackers, who apply
computer vision analysis and try to reconstruct the input. The re-
construction process introduces errors because of the applied com-
puter vision techniques and the output of the reconstruction channel
is o. Based on the models of the touch input channel and recog-
nition channel, we design algorithms and generate a list of word
candidates, w1, w2, . . . . We design metrics, score each candidate
and have the list of word candidates and their associated scores,
{w1, p1}, {w2, p2}, . . . . Given the list, we may pick up the word
candidate with the highest score as the intended word w. As in-
troduced in Section 4, we may further improve the recognition ac-
curacy by performing the context-sensitive analysis via the n-gram
language model.

Touch input channel

Reconstruction channel

Intended word w

Scoring Word Candidates

Generating Word Candidates

o

w1, w2, ...

Noisy channel

(w1,p1), (w2,p2,) …

Word Correction

Figure 4: Correcting Words by Unigram Language Model

Therefore our problem can be formalized as: given the reconstructed
word o, find the word w in the vocabulary V , that maximize the
probability of P (w|o):

w = argmax
w∈V

P (w|o), (1)
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Applying the Bayes’ theory, we get

w = argmax
w∈V

P (w|o)

= argmax
w∈V

P (o|w)P (w)

P (s)

= argmax
w∈V

P (o|w)P (w)

(2)

P (o|w) is the error model or the channel model and it models the
probability that the intended word w is changed to o through the
noisy channel. For example, the user may intend to type the word
“building”, but the word “bukldijg” is typed. Even worse, after go-
ing through the computer vision analysis part, the word “ukldkjy”
is reconstructed. P (w) is the source model or the language model.
It models the probability the word w appears in a particular lan-
guage. For example, even though the word “for” and “fur” are both
correct words, “for” is more likely to be typed than the word “fur”.

In the following subsections, the error model will be first intro-
duced: we show how to generate the word candidates and score
them with probabilities by analyzing and modeling the above two
noisy channels. Then we introduce the language model. With the
channel models and the source model, we derive the score of word
candidate w as Score(w) = P (o|w)P (w). The candidate word
with the highest score may be the most possible intended word if
the uni-gram language model is used. In Section 4 we introduce
how to further improve the correction with context-sensitive analy-
sis.

3.2 Touch Input Channel Model
People may make mistakes when typing the words. For the com-
mon spelling correction problems, this is usually modeled by the in-
sertion, deletion, replacing, or reversing operations [12], and these
spelling errors are introduced while people type on the hard key-
board. People may also make mistakes when touch inputting. Since
the keys on the touch screen are small, fingers may touch the wrong
keys. If a person touch inputs with both hands, the error model of
the touch input channel is similar to the error model of the typing
channel. If a person touch-inputs with one finger on small mobile
devices like smartphones, we have only the replacing errors.

3.3 Reconstruction Channel Model
Recall that to recognize a character from a recorded video, we de-
tect the touching fingertip, locate the touched point and map the
touched point to the reference image. The challenge is that locat-
ing the touched point often introduces errors because of lighting,
camera resolution and other issues.

Character candidate model: It can be observed from Figure 5 that
if we can detect the fingertip correctly, the touched point should be
in the area confined by the green rectangle, which is generated by
our computer vision technique locating the fingertip. Correspond-
ingly, if we map this area to the reference image, we can infer the
character area as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, we propose the
geometry based character candidate model: even if the computer
vision analysis of touched points makes mistakes, the character
candidates should be keys in this character areas if the touching
fingertip is detected correctly.

3.4 Generating Word Candidates
Word Graph Model Given the candidates of each character, we
can further form the words. If we assume that all the touching

Figure 5: Larger Touched Area

Figure 6: Character Candidate Model - Possible Touched Keys

actions are correctly detected and the touching fingertip are accu-
rately located. The word candidates can be derived from combining
all the characters. This combination process can be modeled as a
directed acyclic graph with the character candidates as vertex and
the links between subsequent characters as edges. For example, in
one of our experiments the touched word “state” is reconstructed
as “xtzte”. We derive the character candidates of all the charac-
ters, and build the word graph model for the word “xtzte” shown
by Figure 7. From this figure, it is clear that the red path indicates
the correct word “state”.

Editable Word Graph Model: The word graph model models the
case that there is no errors while detecting touching actions and fin-
gertip. However, some touching actions can be missed through our
analysis while some non-touching actions are wrongly detected as
touching actions. The touching fingertip can also be located wrong.
To model such kind of errors, we perform edition to the word graph
model: inserting models the non-detected touching frames, delet-

ing models detecting the non-touching actions as touching actions,
and replacing models the error of mapping the touched key to a
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Figure 7: Word Graph Model
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Figure 8: Editable Word Graph Model

complete wrong key. This revised model is called the Editable

Word Graph Model. We can also observe this editable word graph
model actually also includes errors introduced by the touch input
channel, which introduces similar errors as the reconstruction chan-
nel.

Figure 8 is an example from our experiments. The user intends to
type the word “building”, and indeed typed the correct word. How-
ever, the computer vision analysis reconstructed the word as “ukld-
kjy”. After applying the character model and word graph model,
we get the graph indicated by the solid lines in Figure 8. It is clear
that the graph path by the red solid lines compose the word “uild-
ing”, after the inserting the character ‘b’ in the first place of the
graph word candidate, presented by the dash line, we get the word
candidate “building”. Other editing operations are performed in
a similar way. To limit the number of word candidates, we set our
edit distance to be 1. That is, at most one character may be inserted,
deleted, or replaced,

Dictionary Filtering: The combinations of the characters along
the path of the graph are the possible word candidates. It is obvious
that some candidates are not correct words. Thus, a dictionary is
deployed to filter the non-words. In this paper, we use the medium
sized Spell Checking Oriented Word Lists (SCOWL) [1], which
contains 101,895 words. These words are the common words from
several dictionaries.

3.5 Scoring Word Candidates
Given the word candidates, we need to score them. We first score
the word graph model candidates. The intuition for scoring the can-
didates is that the smaller edit distance between the reconstructed
word and the word candidate, the higher score the candidate should
have. We first define the distance between all the corresponding
characters of the candidate and the reconstructed word, and mul-
tiply these distances to derive the distance of the word candidates.
To get the distance between characters, we first define the coor-
dinates of the keys on the keyboard, (r, c) where r is the row
number and c column number. The distances between the char-
acter C1 with coordinate (r1, c1) and the character C2(r2, c2) is
(|r1−r2+1|× |c1− c2+1|). Getting the distance between corre-
sponding characters, we derive the score of the word candidate by
multiplying the character distances together.

Then, we normalize the scores into the probability. The smaller dis-
tance from the reconstructed word to a word candidate, the larger
probability this candidate as the original word. We first derive the
inverse of the scores, and then normalize all the scores divided by
the sum of all the inverses. The final scores form a probability dis-
tribution, where every candidate has a higher than zero probability
and the sum of probabilities of all the candidate words is 1.

For the editable word graph model, since the detection errors from
the computer vision analysis are random, we assign the insertion
or deletion of a character with a probability of 1/26 since there are
26 characters. For the replacing operation, for different charac-
ters we assign different probabilities according to their geometrical
distance on the keyboard. The probabilities are generated by first
calculating the character distances, then do the inverse and nor-
malization to make the scores form a probability distribution. The
same score is applied to the replacing operation for the touch input
channel.

3.6 Source Model
Source model models the probabilities of words appearing in the
language. For different languages, the source model should be gen-
erated in different ways considering the nature of the language [14].
For English, it is good enough to generate the model by counting
the appearance of each word from a particular training corpus.

In this paper, we build the source model from the well-known British
National Corpus (BNC) [4] by counting the appearance of each
word and apply the Maximum Likelihood Estimation algorithm.
BNC has 100 million words containing both spoken and written
English from various sources and scenarios.

4. CONTEXT-SENSITIVE ANALYSIS
In Section 3, we introduced how to get word candidates for each
word associated with scores indicating their probabilities being the
intended word. We now show that we can actually apply the trigram
language models considering the context of the words (the neigh-
boring words should be combined into a meaningful sentence) and
further improve the recognition of text inputs on mobile devices.

There are two types of spelling errors: non-word errors and real
word errors. To deal with real word errors, context-sensitive error
detection and correction algorithms have been proposed. There are
two major types [17] [6]: algorithms based on language syntactic
information [13] [8] [18] [5] and algorithms based on language se-
mantic information [15] [10]. The language syntactic information
based algorithms apply the information of the probability of the
sentences, word ngram language models, or POS tagging [8] and
others for the analysis in the context. The algorithms based on se-
mantic information utilizes the similarity between the semantics of
words and the context.

In our scenario, we may have many different candidates for every
word. In the conventional spelling correction problems, there are
not so many errors in one sentence. The semantic based algorithms
are not directly applicable to our scenarios. In our case, the context
of the word is not determined since every word has some candidates
in our case. However, we can still apply the n-gram languages to
select the combinations and the word candidates since the combi-
nations with a higher probability would be more possible to be the
correct word. This matches the principle of the language model.

5. EVALUATION
We use iPhone to perform experiments and validate the attack and
randomly selected one paragraph from Wall Street Journal and the
example sentences from [19] as original sentences, as shown in
Table 1. Our experiments show that from 3 meters or 4 meters
we can derive the inputs correctly. From 5 meters, we may not be
able to derive a completely right sentence and some words may be
wrong. The reason is that there are too many wrong words from
the reconstruction process.
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Original Sentence Reconstructed Sentence Noisy Channel Result Final Result

when your round is a short one
you take a walk

whdn your rounc ix z wnpft ljd
you tzkd z szl,

when your round is a short one
you take a walk

when your round is a short one
you take a walk

when it is a long one you take
a cab

shem it ix q lony one you tzkd
z cab

when it is a long one you take
a can

when it is a long one you take
a cab

if you know your enemy and
you know yourself you need
not fear the results of a hun-
dred battles

if uou ojkw your emeky amd
yoi kmow yourself uou need
not fear the redultd ot a jundred
battles

of you like your enemy and
you know yourself you need
not fear the results of a hun-
dred battles

if you like your enemy and you
know yourself you need not
fear the results of a hundred
battles

if you know neither the enemy
nor yourself you will succumb
in every battle

if you knoa heither thd ensmy
nor ykurself you aill xuccumb
in dgery battle

of you know neither the enemy
not yourself you will succumb
in every battle

if you know brother the en-
emy not yourself you will suc-
cumb in every battle

i plan to stay at home i p.an to ztay zt home i plan to stay at home i plan to stay at home

i am busy tonight k zm buxy tonight i an busy tonight i am busy tonight

the rules of conduct released
by city, state and county of-
ficials are based on requests
from protesters and agreed
upon by law enforcement af-
ter weeks of discussions aimed
at building a relationship be-
tween protest leaders and po-
lice

the rulex of cojduct releaaed by
city , xtzte anx county ovficials
are bzxed oj reauexts ffom
protesters and agreed upon by
law enforcement after weeks
of dizcuxzionx aiked zt build-
ing a relztiojship betweej pro-
text leacers and police

the rules of conduct released
by city, state and county of-
ficials are based in requests
from protesters and agreed
upon by law enforcement af-
ter weeks of discussions aimed
at building a relationship be-
tween protect leaders and po-
lice

the rules of conduct released
by city, state and county of-
ficials are based on requests
from protesters and agreed
upon by law enforcement af-
ter weeks of discussions aimed
at building a relationship be-
tween protect leaders and po-
lice

Table 1: Example Reconstruction Results

Table 1 gives some example results, including the intermediate re-
sults and the final result after the context-sensitive analysis is per-
formed. The bold words in the last two columns refer to words that
are not correctly derived.

6. RELATED WORK
This section introduces the most related work on inferring the sen-
tences from the character sequences derived from various side chan-
nels. Xu et al. [19] retrieved the touch input on touch devices from
the videos taken from some distance. They first train a key classi-
fier based on the appearance of the screen and the fingertip when a
key is touched. The classifier is applied to recognize the touched
keys. Then, they apply one edit distance model to derive the words
from the original string and build a unigram model trained on the
Brown corpus [7] to select the correct word from the candidates.
Obviously, this work can be improved by further applying bigram
or trigram models to consider the language context. Besides, the
Brown Corpus is too small for training a language model which
contains only about 1 million words.

Balzarotti et al. [2] focused on retrieving the typing inputs from
the video of people typing the hard keyboard taken with the cam-
era directly upon the keyboard. For every frame in the video, they
deploy lighting features to derive the touched and the non-touched
key group. Then for consecutive frames they group them into dif-
ferent key candidates. Given the character candidates, they build a
word model and apply the noisy channel model to get scores for dif-
ferent words. In the final step, they apply the 3-gram and 4-gram
analysis to select the word candidates for the sentence according
to the frequency of the ngram tuples. For the non-existing ngram
tuple, the related word candidates are discarded and the remained
candidates are re-ordered. The problems is even if a large corpus
[3] is deployed, there are still possible trigrams that do not appear
in it [11]. From their evaluation, they can retrieve 64% words cor-
rectly for the top 5 candidates. But from the example they give, the

resultant sentence is not quite readable since 5 candidates for each
word are still too many.

Zhuang et al. [21, 22] analyzed the problem of hard keyboard
acoustic emanations. They first train a character classification con-
fusion matrix, which models the probability that one character is
misclassified as another character. The conditional probability of
retrieved word given the dictionary word is derived by multiplying
the corresponding value in the confusion matrix. After getting the
word candidates, they apply the trigram language model with the
Hidden Markov Model to derive the target sentence. But, they did
not mention what corpus was used to train the language model and
how they deal with the non-existing trigram probabilities. They
also assume to be able to get the correct length of the words.

7. FUTURE WORK
We plan to improve our error model by analyzing the text we get
from the user input on the touch screen rather than the edit distance
model we use now in Section 3. We plan to get a corpus of spelling
errors, then do a statistical analysis of the probability of the edit
distance operations among all the characters.

Another possible future work is about inserting or replacing the
space keys. Currently, we do this manually if we find that some
space keys are detected wrong. Words are tokenized by the space
key. If the space key between two words is missed during the anal-
ysis, we need to insert one space key to correctly analyze the sen-
tence. To address the issue of recognizing space keys, our computer
vision techniques have to be improved to deal with those cases that
keys are located at the rear part of the keyboard. If the space keys
can still not be recognized automatically, we have to address the
problem of where to insert the space key and how many spaces
keys should be inserted. We plan to apply the unsupervised learn-
ing process [9] for word segmentation to address this challenge.
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In this paper, similar to other related papers, smart words (such as
abbreviations, new words on the social network) are not analyzed,
neither the special keys such as the backspace key and the shift
key. The challenge is the case that we make mistakes when retriev-
ing those special keys. For the touch enabled devices, a user may
alternate the keyboard by touching those special keys. If we miss
those special keys, the results could be very confusing. Our future
works should consider such cases.

To reduce the time and space complexity to store and retrieval the
words, we could consider constructing a trie-structure. A trie mod-
els the dictionary as a tree. Depth first search can be applied to
check whether a word candidate exists in the dictionary. This will
reduce both the computing and memory complexity compared with
using a simple dictionary.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explore the n-gram language models to recognize
text inputs on touch-enabled devices, given the input is meaningful
English sentences and has its grammars and semantics. We model
the human touch input process and character reconstruction pro-
cess from a video as a noisy touch input channel and reconstruction
channel respectively. These two noisy channel introduce errors to
the recovered words. Characters of those words may be inserted,
deleted, replaced or reversed. We developed the editable graph
word model in order to generate the word candidates and score
them based on the error models. To further improve the accuracy of
recognizing the meaningful text input, we consider the context in-
formation in our analysis. We build n-gram language models from
the British National Corpus and apply them to analyze sentences
via the hidden markov model. Our experiment results validate the
attack of blind recognition of text input on mobile devices.
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